The Blood Thief The Fitheach
Trilogy 2
If you ally compulsion such a referred The Blood Thief The
Fitheach Trilogy 2 book that will find the money for you worth,
acquire the no question best seller from us currently from several
preferred authors. If you desire to hilarious books, lots of novels,
tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are afterward launched,
from best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy all ebook collections The Blood
Thief The Fitheach Trilogy 2 that we will certainly offer. It is not
in the region of the costs. Its not quite what you craving
currently. This The Blood Thief The Fitheach Trilogy 2 , as one of
the most keen sellers here will unquestionably be among the best
options to review.

The Love Poems Of Rumi Deepak Chopra 2008-09-04
Born Jalal ad-Din Mohammed
Balkhi in Persia early in the
thirteenth century, the poet
known as Rumi expressed the
deepest feelings of the heart
through his poetry. This
volume consists of new
translations edited by Deepak
Chopra to evoke the rich mood
and music of Rumi's love
poems. Exalted yearning,
the-blood-thief-the-fitheach-trilogy-2

ravishing ecstasy, and
consuming desire emerge from
these poems as powerfully
today as they did on their
creation more than 700 years
ago. 'These poems reflect the
deepest longings of the human
heart as it searches for the
divine. They celebrate love.
Each poetic whisper is urgent,
expressing the desire that
penetrates human relationships
and inspires intimacy with the
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self, silently nurturing an
affinity for the Beloved. Both
Fereydoun Kia, the translator,
and I hope that you will share
the experience of ravishing
ecstasy that the poems of Rumi
evoked in us. In this volume we
have sought to capture in
English the dreams, wishes,
hopes, desires, and feelings of
a Persian poet who continues
to amaze, bewilder, confound,
and teach, one thousand years
after he walked on this earth' Deepak Chopra
The Confectioner Chronicles Claire Luana 2020-02-24
Enter the world of the
Confectioner's Guild, an
addictive fantasy mystery
series brimming with royal
intrigue, pulse-pounding
romance, and delectable food
magic. Read the series readers
are calling: "A delight for the
palate and mind. A book that is
nearly unquantifiable, it is a
murder mystery, an urban
fantasy, pure fantasy, a coming
of age tale, and something near
steampunk in feel."
"Phenomenal and
captivating..." "A multi-layered
delight, with spellbinding
the-blood-thief-the-fitheach-trilogy-2

scene setting, vivid
descriptions and exquisite
world-building..." "Masterfully
written, this beautiful
dangerous world isn't like
anything I have read before." "I
can honestly say that this
series is one of my favourite
discoveries of the year!" This
boxed set includes the
complete Confectioner
Chronicle series, over 1,000
pages of reading pleasure!
The Last Queen Book One Odette C. Bell
Try to imagine this. Try to
imagine that you’re the last of
a dying, powerful breed. Try to
imagine that you can’t live
alone. You must marry a
modern-day king, or you’ll die.
That’s me – the Last Queen. As
my life falls apart, I’m forced
into a world of dark magic,
death, power, and arrogant
kings who will do anything to
acquire me. In this violent
game, I will need to align
myself to live. Instead, I will
choose to fight. …. The Last
Queen follows a legendary
fighter and a kingpin who must
have her at all costs fighting to
win an ancient game one last
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time. If you love your urban
fantasies with high-octane
action, legendary stakes, and a
splash of romance, grab The
Last Queen Book One today
and soar free with an Odette C.
Bell series.
Dark Legacy - Luanne Bennett
2020-06
There's only one thing better
than being young and rich in
Manhattan-being the queen of
a clan of immortals.Morgan
Winterborne comes from a long
line of hunters-immortals who
run a prestigious international
auction house by day and cut
off the heads of their enemies
at night. They'll do whatever it
takes to keep the vampires that
stalk the city under control.But
power breeds greed, and
Morgan will have to determine
who is loyal and who would like
to see her fall from the helm of
the Winterborne clan. A
stalker, an irresistible guy who
won't stay away, an immortal
crow, her own family-who is
the enemy, and which one will
turn her into a real killer?The
answers lie in an old box
commissioned at the auction
house by an anonymous client.
the-blood-thief-the-fitheach-trilogy-2

What's inside will reveal her
dead mother's darkest secrets
and force Morgan to face her
own.Dark Legacy is the first
book in the new House of
Winterborne series. Get ready
to be addicted!
Full Moon Rising - Keri Arthur
2010
Riley Jenson, a rare hybrid of
vampire and werewolf, and her
twin brother, Rhoan, work with
the Melbourne Directorate of
Other Races to protect humans
from supernatural races, but
when Rhoan disappears while
on a mission, Riley learns she
cannot depend on her employer
to find her brother and sets out
into the night to save him.
An Uncommon Folk Rhapsody C. J. Heigelmann 2019-01-01
COLD MOUNTAIN MEETS
THE COLOR PURPLE! An epic
American Civil War literary
saga that explores the intimate
relationships between folk of
diverse cultures during an era
of suffering and hate; spanning
cultures, continents, and
generations. Shay is an orphan.
A young Asian boy with no link
to his past – except for a
mysterious jade amulet – and
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no idea what fate has in store
for his future. Not until an
American merchant captain
raises him to be a man, who
becomes a valiant Union Army
scout during the height of the
American Civil War. Across the
oceans, a young girl is ripped
from her homeland and tossed
aboard a ship set sail for
America. She is sold to an
Alabama plantation like
livestock; her name, her
identity, and her life stripped
from her. Now, she is
considered nothing more than
a slave. When their two paths
cross ten years later, they
immediately intertwine, driven
by a connection so strong it
could only be forged by
destiny. But love is forbidden,
and darkness surrounds them.
Written in the Antebellum
tradition, the reader is invited
to view the perspectives of
each character and the
decisions they make, leading to
life, love or loss.
Little Oxford Dictionary,
Thesaurus and Wordpower
Guide - Sara Hawker 2003
The Little Oxford Dictionary,
Thesaurus, and Wordpower
the-blood-thief-the-fitheach-trilogy-2

Guide provides three books in
one compact and durable
format. It offers the most
authoritative and up-to-date
coverage of current English,
with a dictionary containing
over 40,000 words, phrases,
and definitions, and a
thesaurus with more than
65,000 alternative words.
Matching dictionary and
thesaurus entries are
presented on the same page for
quick and easy reference. A
unique Wordpower Guide
offering a vocabulary builder,
lists offrequently misspelled
words, and collective nouns for
animals and birds helps you to
enrich your vocabulary and use
the English language more
effectively.
Asimov on Numbers - Isaac
Asimov 1981-09-03
Mistletoe and Mireworth - Tilly
Wallace 2021-12-07
Will Mireworth yield her
secrets to her new mistress…?
As the family gathers at
Mireworth for their first
Christmas, Hannah is
determined to unravel the
secrets within its walls. Why
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did Wycliff’s ancestor hide the
tower from the world, and what
grip did the long-ago shadow
mage have upon his family?
With Barnes as her assistant,
Hannah sets out to discover the
truth. This is an epilogue
novella to the Manners and
Monsters series.
Dark Nightingale - Luanne
Bennett 2019-05-23
Three vampires walk into a
tattoo shop...Some people
would welcome their long-lost
family. But when your father is
a ruthless, ancient vampire, it's
best to run in the opposite
direction.Emmaline is a
demure witch with a heart of
gold. She's also more powerful
than all of Blackthorn Grove's
witches combined. After twenty
years of exile enforced by the
coven, her father, Adrik, has
come back to Savannah with
his clan to claim his daughter.
He's hell-bent on taking
Emmaline back to his house of
vampires in New Orleans. Katie
Bishop is determined to protect
Emmaline and send the
vampires back to Louisiana,
but Emmaline may not be the
only one who needs protecting.
the-blood-thief-the-fitheach-trilogy-2

There's something inside Katie
that could make Adrik want to
possess her too. What is Adrik
really after, and why is he no
longer afraid of the coven? The
race is on to figure that out and
to stop the trail of bodies the
vampires are leaving all over
town. Dark Nightingale is the
fourth book in the
contemporary fantasy Katie
Bishop series.
Dangerous Games - Keri Arthur
2007-03-27
In Melbourne’s urban
underworld, there’s a nightclub
for every fantasy and desire.
But for Riley Jenson, one such
club has become an obsession.
Riley, a rare hybrid of vampire
and werewolf, hasn’t come in
pursuit of pleasure but of an
unknown killer who’s been
using the steamy nightspot as
his hunting grounds. Leave it
to Riley to find the only ticket
into the heavily guarded club:
Jin, a deliciously hot-bodied
bartender who might just
provide the key to unmasking a
killer unlike any other in the
Directorate’s experience.
Taunted by a former colleague
turned rogue, distracted by an
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ex-lover’s attentions, Riley
follows Jin into a realm of
pleasure she could never have
imagined. And as danger and
passion ignite, a shocking
mystery begins to unravel—one
where Riley herself becomes
the ultimate object of desire....
Crossroads of Bones Luanne Bennett 2017-06-21
Meet Katie Bishop, tattoo artist
and proprietor of MagicInk.
She's also half
dragon.Savannah, Georgia is a
city steeped in history and the
supernatural. It's also a
crossroads-a place where the
worlds meet. Unpleasant things
routinely try to cross that line
into the mundane world, so
someone has to keep order in a
town already brimming with
the strange and unusual. Enter
the Crossroads Society-a group
of witches and society fat cats
tasked with keeping the
uninvited out! Katie doesn't
know it yet, but she's about to
become their newest member,
their secret weapon. With the
help of her best friend and
queen extraordinaire, Lady
Sugar-whose mama happens to
be the baddest conjure woman
the-blood-thief-the-fitheach-trilogy-2

in town-the Society will
commission her to track down
a rogue god who managed to
escape his grimoire prison.
Patricia Briggs's Mercy
Thompson in a Sookie
Stackhouse world. If you like
your heroines clever with a
sense of humor, you'll LOVE
Katie Bishop. Crossroads of
Bones is the first book in the
new contemporary fantasy
Katie Bishop series.
Warman's Farm Toys Field
Guide - Karen O'Brien
2006-10-11
Whether it's John Deere,
International Harvester or
AGCO, Warman's Farm Toys
Field Guide satisfies collectors'
need to reliable details, in a
portable format. This brilliantly
illustrated guide delivers more
than 500 color photos of
powerful machines in smallscale splendor. Inside this toy
show companion collectors will
discover:
&break;&break;Collector
values for farm toys made in
the early 1900s through the
1990s which make buying and
selling in the 5,000+ active
online auctions easier
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&break;&break;Detailed and
concise listings provide quick
and accurate identification
&break;&break;Reliable expert
information based on the
successful big book, Standard
Catalog of Farm Toys, 2nd
Edition, with nearly $100,000
in sales &break;&break;This
book is a smart investment for
fans of farm toys and
experienced collectors and an
affordable gift display along
with your favorite farm toys.
The Darkest Kiss - Keri
Arthur 2008-04-29
Danger turns her on. Desire
turns her dangerous... Riley
Jenson hunts evildoers—and
does it with a style all her own.
With vamp blood coursing her
through her veins, and a
werewolf’s uncanny instinct for
danger, Riley wears snakeskin
stilettos and pure, in-your-face
attitude when she plunges into
her latest case: hunting down a
killer whose victims are highsociety strumpets—and the rich
and powerful men they’ve
dated. But for Riley, the case
takes a chilling turn when a
second killer starts trailing
mutilated bodies of his own: a
the-blood-thief-the-fitheach-trilogy-2

crazed young vamp choosing
victims from a past marked by
tragedy. Riley knows she’s got
the skill and cunning to catch
two serial killers at once…until
one of them strikes inside her
own tight-knit clan—and a sexy
beast of a vampire reenters her
life to aid in the hunt. His name
is Quinn. He’s lived forever,
shed blood, and shared
pleasure…and he’s the only
man over whom Riley has
absolutely no control….
The Confectioner's Guild Claire Luana 2020-01-15
A magic cupcake. A culinary
killer. The perfect recipe for
murder. Wren knew her sweet
treats could work wonders, but
she never knew they could
work magic. She barely has
time to wrap her head around
the stunning revelation when
the head of the prestigious
Confectioner’s Guild falls down
dead before her. Poisoned by
her cupcake. Now facing
murder charges in a magical
world she doesn’t understand,
Wren must discover the true
killer or face the headsman’s
axe. With the help of a
handsome inspector and
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several new friends, Wren just
might manage to learn the
ropes, master her new powers,
and find out who framed her.
But when their search for clues
leads to a deep-rooted
conspiracy that goes all the
way to the top, she realizes
that the guild master isn’t the
only one at risk of death by
chocolate. If Wren can’t bring
the powerful culprit to justice,
she and her friends will meet a
bittersweet end. The
Confectioner’s Guild is a
delicious YA fantasy mystery. If
you like spunky chefs and
twisty mysteries with a drizzle
of romance, then Claire
Luana’s scrumptious tale is
sure to satisfy your sweet
tooth. Read the complete
Confectioner Chronicles: The
Confectioner's Guild (Book
One) The Confectioner's Coup
(Book Two) The Confectioner's
Truth (Book Three) The
Confectioner's Exile (Prequel)
Or grab the entire series for
one low price: The
Confectioner Chronicles: The
Complete Fantasy Mystery
Series
Bessie Bell and the Goblin
the-blood-thief-the-fitheach-trilogy-2

King - Charlotte E. English
2016-07-01
The Lincolnshire Wolds, 1812.
When housemaid Bessie Bell is
thrown out into a cold October
night, her prospects could
scarcely seem worse. With
nowhere to go and no one to
help her, how will she survive?
But on the road she meets a
mysterious gentleman, and her
fortunes take an immediate
turn for the… strange. For the
nightmare horse Tatterfoal
stalks the fog-drenched Wolds,
and Mr. Green is determined to
catch him. But why? Caught up
in a dark adventure, Bessie is
swept far beyond the shores of
England and into Faerie
Aylfenhame. Dangers untold
await the unwary in the
Goblinlands, though the
greatest dangers of all may lie
right behind her. For Tatterfoal
answers only to his master, the
Goblin King… From the author
of The Malykant Mysteries
comes a darkly delicious tale of
love, magic and fairytale
adventure.
Daddy Darkest - Ellery Kane
2017-05-02
A month after her high school
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graduation, small-town-girl
Samantha "Sam" Bronwyn
boards a plane with her best
friend, Ginny. Destination: San
Francisco. But when Ginny
disappears inside an airport
bathroom wearing Sam's
letterman jacket, it doesn't
take her long to figure out she
was the intended target. Alone
in a strange city, Sam's on a
run for her life-drawn into a
dark past she never knew
existed. A past where secrets
aren't all that's buried and
where revenge comes at the
highest price. Who is Sam
really-and who can she trust?
The mysterious stranger in 4A
who secreted a gun in his
backpack? The guilty ex-con?
The disarming FBI agent? Her
own mother? Only one thing is
certain. Someone is after her.
Someone who knows more
about her than she does.
Someone who wants to teach
her a hard lesson: There are
worse things than murder.
The Blood Thief - Luanne
Bennett 2016-05-06
Alex Kelley may have found the
answers she was looking for
when she came back to New
the-blood-thief-the-fitheach-trilogy-2

York, but that was just a taste
of things to come, a primer for
the future. The window to her
family history has just been
shattered, and the secrets of
the Fitheach clan have been
unleashed.The Blood Thief
continues the story as Alex and
her enigmatic host, Greer
Sinclair, are on the hunt for an
elusive vessel that can only be
opened by the power of the
amulet. Contained within this
vessel is a prophecy-one that
could alter the world, good or
bad depending on who gets to
it first. The search will take
them from the streets of Little
Italy to the campus of Cornell
University. There they meet the
eccentric and brilliant Dr.
David Oxford who sheds light
on why the vessel has been
nearly impossible to find. Could
a mere mortal hold the key to
finding it? Will an ambitious
mafia princess ruin their
plan?As the hunt heats up, so
does the attraction between
Alex and Greer. And as her
unique birthright unfolds
deeper at every turn, that
attraction and the friendships
she cherishes will be
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thoroughly tested. Alex isn't
the only one with secrets-some
hard to believe; others simply
unfathomable.
Mathematical Analysis and
Applications - J. V. Deshpande
2004
Offers an introduction to
higher mathematics for
students. Starting with a
discussion of real numbers and
functions, the text introduces
standard topics of differential
and integral calculus together
with their applications such as
differential equations,
numerical analysis, and
approximation methods.
Bayou Kings - Luanne Bennett
2019-11-26
Is Katie Bishop living with a
warlock? Savannah is about to
become a former city on the
map if Katie can't figure out
how to get rid of the warlocks
who just blew into town.
Equally disturbing are their
deep ties to Jackson's father,
the man who brought them.
Randall Hunter is hell-bent on
bringing Jackson into the
family business. But Jackson
knows what his father does for
a living-or thinks he does-and
the-blood-thief-the-fitheach-trilogy-2

he's just as determined to
refuse. But the warlocks are
much more than they seem,
and Jackson doesn't have a
choice when they target Katie
as leverage. If Katie could just
find a way to kill their unusual
henchmen, the warlocks would
be toast. Can things get any
worse? Of course they can.
Mouse is two steps away from
succumbing to a two-hundredyear-old family curse, Katie's
stressing out over the plans to
expand MagicInk, and there's
about to be a dangerous
shortage of tequila in
town.Bayou Kings is the fifth
book in the Katie Bishop series.
King's Reckoning - Luanne
Bennett 2021-03
Immortals, vampires, or
necromancers-who will win?If
it's war the Caspians want, it's
war they'll get. The fate of the
Winterborne clan's youngest is
in the hands of the vampires-or
is it? There's a new player in
the game. The woman who's
been watching Georgia
Winterborne in her room at
night has an affinity for the
dead, and her alliance with the
Caspians has just unleveled the
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playing field.Georgia is
becoming a beast, and if the
Caspian king has his way, he'll
transform her into the ultimate
weapon to use against her own
clan. And if that's not enough,
they have another shocking
surprise in store for the
Winterbornes.It'll take two
queens to stop them, but first
they have to find Morgan's
mother, Katherine, who's
buried somewhere at the
bottom of the sea.King's
Reckoning is the finale to the
House of Winterborne series.
In Command - Aileen Erin
2021-02-23
Some days I wake up and can’t
believe that I’m on Sel’Ani. I
can’t believe that I’m here and
that I’ve fallen in love with the
man from my dreams. I can’t
believe that I said yes to
marrying him and becoming
the High Queen of the Aunare.
I want to stay in bed with him
all day where we’re safe from
everything else that’s
happening, but saying yes and
being in love with Lorne didn’t
make all our problems
disappear. The Aunare don’t
understand what SpaceTech is
the-blood-thief-the-fitheach-trilogy-2

capable of. They don’t
understand what happened on
Earth thirteen years ago. They
don’t understand who I am and
why anyone—especially their
High King—thinks I should
rule. When they question what
happened, what I lived
through, all the horrors of
Liberation Week—I want to
scream at them until they
realize how blind and ignorant
they’ve been, but I can’t. I
can’t let my anger and
frustration take over. They
don’t understand what
happened, and I need to find a
way to make them understand.
The war with SpaceTech isn’t
coming. It’s already here. And
we are losing. I might not be
the High Queen they wanted,
but if we want to win this war
with SpaceTech, I’m the one
they need. hr From Aileen Erin,
the USA Today Bestselling
Author of the Alpha Girl series,
comes an epic adventure in
space: The Aunare Chronicles!
Book1: Off Planet Book 2: Off
Balance Book 3: In Command
(an eBook Novella) Book 4: On
Mission Book 5: On Destiny hr
“I loved having a story just
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focusing on Amihanna and
Lorne. They are my OTP after
all!...There was great
development in their
relationship and a lot of
personal growth from
Amihanna, after she's been
through so much already.” Haley, the Caffeinated Reader
“The Aunare series has become
my favorite series that has not
been completed yet and is
definitely up there in my
favorites of all time. There is
interesting worldbuilding,
amazing characters,
relationship and character
development that are perfectly
crafted, and prose that sings to
you.” - Kasey, Bookish Corner
”Aileen Erin's books are to me
as melon candy is to Amihanna
- addicting.” - Lenni, Lenniland
“I've loved this series from the
beginning and this novella was
a special treat!” - Sheila K,
Goodreads hr In Command is a
65K novella that takes place
between Off Balance and On
Mission (Book 4 of the Aunare
Chronicles). The series can be
enjoyed without reading this
story, but you can’t enjoy this
story without reading the
the-blood-thief-the-fitheach-trilogy-2

series.
Sixpence and Selkies - Tilly
Wallace 2021
A heart as lonely as the
ocean... Hannah and Wycliff
arrive at his ancestral estate in
Dorset as tragedy strikes the
coastal village. A young woman
has lost her life to the
tempestuous ocean, but only
Hannah suspects the woman's
death is anything but a horrible
accident. As Hannah learns
more about life in the closeknit
community, she discovers two
other women lost their lives to
the sea. Or did they? A rift
grows between the young
couple, as Wycliff refuses to
believe another hand was
responsible for the deaths.
With her husband consumed by
the needs of the long neglected
estate, Hannah is left to her
own devices and finds herself
walking the same lonely path
as the dead women. Can
Hannah and Wycliff heal the
chasm in their relationship, or
will Hannah succumb to the
call of the ocean...?
Vanity and Vampyres - Tilly
Wallace 2020
Being a reveller is such a
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drain… Someone is supping
upon young noblemen and it’s
up to Hannah and Wycliff to
investigate. If only they could
agree on how the men are
being drained of their life’s
blood. Is it a vampyre, known
for their impeccable fashion
sense, nocturnal roaming, and
dislike of rain, who lurks in the
shadows of London? Or is some
more earthly method at play,
like an attack of leeches? With
her best friend’s wedding
imminent, Hannah is
determined that the event be
untouched by murder or
mayhem. To ensure a magical
fairytale event they must catch
the murderer before the big
day. Wycliff must seek the
assistance of a man who raises
his hackles and Hannah
struggles with her growing
feelings toward her guarded
husband. This pursuit will
unearth long buried secrets
that could have fatal
consequences for those dearest
to Hannah.
Hessians and Hellhounds - Tilly
Wallace 2021-08-06
Fire erases all… even the
undead…. One of London’s
the-blood-thief-the-fitheach-trilogy-2

most recognisable Afflicted has
been incinerated in a horrifying
way. Whispers spread that a
hellhound prowls the streets,
snatching the lost souls who
have escaped the underworld.
Except Wycliff is doing no such
thing—could there possibly be
another such creature in
London? While Hannah and
Wycliff investigate the
unnatural flames, unrest grows
on the streets as someone
seeks to reveal the carefully
kept secret of how the undead
women stave off rot. Someone
is agitating for all Afflicted to
be eradicated, in a conspiracy
that will set the common
Englishman against the nobles.
To save the Afflicted and stop
the uprising, Wycliff must face
the void that whispers his
name from an inky darkness.
While in the afterlife, can he
also wrest Hannah free of the
curse waiting to stop her
heart? Assuming they can get
out alive…
The Destiny Thief - Luanne
Bennett 2017-02-02
The stunning conclusion of The
Fitheach Trilogy.A bargain has
been struck, and a shattering
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decision must be made.The
Destiny Thief picks up where
The Blood Thief left us - staring
at the last page and asking . . .
how?Alex Kelley and Greer
Sinclair have become an
inseparable pair, but the choice
she'll have to make for the sake
of love could destroy them
both. She's becoming a force to
be reckoned with, making her
even more desirable to those
who want to control her and
exploit her remarkable gifts,
including her own family.From
the streets of Manhattan to the
ancient sites of Ireland, more
revelations emerge, and the
true nature of the people and
the gods in Alex's circle begin
to unfold. The closing chapters
of The Fitheach Trilogy will
bring poignant or fitting
conclusions for so many of the
people she loves, and finally
reveal the truth about the
prophecy and the power of
three witches in one.
Vampire Kingdom 1: The Trade
- Leigh Walker 2019-03-27
"Bombshell after bombshell
kept on coming which made it
near impossible to put this
book down!" - Book Review
the-blood-thief-the-fitheach-trilogy-2

One life. One love. One
chance…to finally get it right.
After the devastating loss of
her mother and sister, highschool senior Victoria Edwards
is worried she’s going crazy.
First, she sees a handsome boy
floating outside of her room.
Then she receives a mysterious
letter asking her to go to a
nearby pond at midnight. I’ll be
waiting for you on the other
side, the side you can’t see
from here, it reads. Intrigued,
Tori investigates—but suddenly
finds herself in a different time
and place. It’s the year 3130,
and she’s smack-dab in the
middle of the Kingdom. The
Vampire Kingdom. She sees
him in the kingdom, the same
boy from outside her window,
and learns he’s a prince. Most
likely a vampire prince. Against
her will, Tori’s entered in The
Trade, in which pretty young
maidens are offered as
sacrifices to the royals in
exchange for crops. In a first
for the competition, Prince
Dominic proposes to the
candidate of his choice—who
happens to be a very reluctant
Tori. Once she enters the royal
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compound, she learns that the
kingdom is even more
treacherous than she could
have ever imagined. The prince
and his family are dangerous,
but Dominic holds the key to
secrets about Tori’s past…and
more importantly, her future. If
she lives long enough to have
one. Book 1 of the Vampire
Kingdom Trilogy! Vampire
Kingdom 1: The Trade Vampire
Kingdom 2: The Pact Vampire
Kingdom 3: The Claim
The Palace of Lost
Memories - C.J. Archer
2018-10-09
The Adventurers and the
City of Secrets - Jemma Hatt
2020-04-07
Two master criminals are on
the run with ancient treasure,
using London's web of hidden
trails and passages to conceal
their loot. The Adventurers
must track them down using
their wits, Uncle Logan... and a
stolen red bus. Join Lara,
Rufus, Tom, Daisy and Barney
as they race to uncover the
City of Secrets!
Claimed by a Vampire - Jody
Offen 2009-09-07
the-blood-thief-the-fitheach-trilogy-2

I'm scared. The words barely
left her lips. You should be.
"There's nothing to fear," he
assured her, his blue eyes
capturing hers, looking deep
into their golden depths. He
held her there with his gaze
thinking about - no, savoring what was to come. aI don't
know if I'll be able to drink
blood," she admitted with a
slight stammer. Ah, but you
already have. "You'll be fine, I'll
take care of it," he whispered
in her mind. His voice was so
deep and rugged, damn it! She
could just listen to him talk
forever. How could any one
man be so sexy, so seductive
with just a word or a thought?
She couldnat look away from
his eyesa]then again she didnat
want to.
The Magic Factory (Oliver Blue
and the School for Seers—Book
One) - Morgan Rice 2018-11-21
“A powerful opener to a series
[that] will produce a
combination of feisty
protagonists and challenging
circumstances to thoroughly
involve not just young adults,
but adult fantasy fans who seek
epic stories fueled by powerful
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friendships and adversaries.” -Midwest Book Review (Diane
Donovan) (re A Throne for
Sisters) “Morgan Rice's
imagination is limitless!” -Books and Movie Reviews (re A
Throne for Sisters) From USA
Today and #1 bestselling
fantasy author Morgan Rice
comes a new fantasy series for
teens and adults. THE MAGIC
FACTORY: OLIVER BLUE AND
THE SCHOOL FOR SEERS
(BOOK ONE) tells the story of
one very special boy, Oliver
Blue, different than those
around him and unloved by his
hateful family. Obsessed with
inventions, Oliver is
determined to escape his
horrible life and make his mark
on the world. When Oliver’s
family moves again, to another
awful house and school, he is
bullied and excluded, and sees
no way out. But when he
stumbles across an abandoned
invention factory, he wonders if
this could be his way out. Who
is the mysterious old inventor
hiding in the factory? What is
his secret invention? And might
this factory be a portal to
somewhere else? An inspiring
the-blood-thief-the-fitheach-trilogy-2

fantasy, THE MAGIC FACTORY
is book #1 in a riveting new
series filled with magic, love,
humor, heartbreak, tragedy,
destiny, and a series of
shocking twists. It will make
you fall in love with Oliver
Blue, and keep you turning
pages late into the night. Book
#2 in the series (THE ORB OF
KANDRA) and Book #3 (THE
OBSIDIANS) are now also
available! “The beginnings of
something remarkable are
there.” --San Francisco Book
Review (re A Quest of Heroes)
Blackthorn Grove - Luanne
Bennett 2017-12-11
"Miss Bishop, I'm afraid we
have a witch war on our
hands."Katie Bishop has just
been pulled back into the world
of the Crossroads Society-to
hunt down a murderous
sorceress looking to take over
the throne of Savannah.It's just
another Saturday night in the
city, but what happens on this
particular evening will set the
wheels in motion for a witch
war that could destroy
Blackthorn Grove-the reigning
coven of Savannah. There's
been a murder, and all the
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evidence points to one of their
own. In the race to uncover the
truth before a council of
witches arrives for a formal
tribunal, the revelations about
Blackthorn Grove keep coming.
But that's not all Katie has to
deal with. There's a fight going
on inside of her-between the
woman and the dragon that
lives on her back. With her
twenty-fifth birthday right
around the corner, she'll be
faced with an even bigger
fight-battle for control over the
dragon in what could be a
deadly ritual.Will the witches
of Blackthorn Grove retain the
throne of Savannah? Will Katie
win the battle for control over
the dragon? BLACKTHORN
GROVE is the second book in
the Katie Bishop series-a
contemporary southern
fantasy.
Shifter's Moon - Luanne
Bennett 2018-07-30
Hell hath no fury like a shifter
scorned. Savannah has just
been invaded by a pack of
dangerous bikers-killer cats
with greed and vengeance on
their minds.Jackson Hunter's
past has finally caught up to
the-blood-thief-the-fitheach-trilogy-2

him. So has the woman who
refuses to let him go-a cat with
some sharp claws.Katie Bishop
is starting to wonder if she
knows her boyfriend at all. He's
just given her two million
reasons in cash to doubt that,
and the shifters he used to ride
with back in Atlanta want to
get their hands on it. But they
want more than just the money.
They want Jackson, and they're
willing to dine on a few tourists
and take hostages to get it
all.But Katie has more to deal
with than just losing Jackson.
One of her employees has gone
missing, and old ghosts have
come back to haunt her-in the
form of a possible life sentence
in the penitentiary.Shifter's
Moon is the third book in the
contemporary fantasy Katie
Bishop series.
The Amulet Thief - Luanne
Bennett 2016-05-31
Fitheach blood doesn't just run
through the veins-it's a binding
contract that can never be
broken. Alex Kelley vanished
twenty-one years ago-the night
her mother was murdered.
When she comes home to New
York City, she wants just two
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things: a little peace, and
answers about the unsolved
murder and why she was
abandoned in the middle of
America at the age of eight.
Greer Sinclair, an enigmatic
stranger who knows a little bit
more than he should, just
might give her both--and more
if she'll let him. What is she?
What is he? Who is this
beguiling satyr who keeps
coming between them? She
attracts the otherworldly like
moths to a flame. And why does
every stranger on the streets of
Manhattan want a piece of her
and that pendant hanging
around her pretty little neck?
Maybe the answers are in a
peculiar shop in the heart of
Greenwich Village where
ghosts, memories, and secrets
are bursting from the walls and
the books and the one person
who knows her best. The line
between the mundane and
supernatural worlds is starting
to blur. Which side will she
choose? Which would you?
Manners and Monsters - Tilly
Wallace
A lady never reveals the true
extent of her decay... Hannah
the-blood-thief-the-fitheach-trilogy-2

Miles lives a quiet existence,
helping her parents conduct
research into a most terrible
affliction - until a gruesome
murder during her best friend's
engagement party pulls her
from the shadows. With her
specialist's knowledge and
demure disposition, Hannah is
requested to aid the
investigation. Except Hannah
discovers her role is to
apologise in the wake of the
rude and disgraced man tasked
with finding the murderer. The
obnoxious Viscount Wycliff
thinks to employ Hannah
purely as a front to satisfy
Whitehall, but she'll have none
of that. The two must work
together to find the murderer
before the season is ruined.
But the viscount is about to
meet his greatest challenge,
and it's not a member of the
ton with a hankering for brains.
Perfect for fans of CJ Archer,
Deanna Raybourn, Lynn
Messina and Pearl Goodfellow.
Keywords: historical fantasy,
gaslamp, Regency mystery,
historical mystery, paranormal
cozy, ghosts, witches, zombies,
cozies.
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Galvanism and Ghouls - Tilly
Wallace
Together, beyond death… A
new Unnatural horror is about
to rattle Hannah Miles’ quiet
existence, and it’s not the
short-tempered viscount
prowling the hallways of her
home. Someone is creating
monsters by stitching together
pieces of different people.
When a limb attempts to
escape, Viscount Wycliff is
called to investigate. All of
London knows there is one mad
scientist among them capable
of creating such an ungodly
monster: Sir Hugh Miles.
Hannah’s father is suspected of
a most heinous crime and she
is determined to clear his
name, even as Wycliff works to
see the murderer hang. Buried
secrets that touch all their lives
threaten to surface…and one
such secret could tear
Hannah’s world apart. With
Hannah and Wycliff on
opposing sides, can they find
the real monster? Will it be the
hand that wields the scalpel, or
the creature hiding in the
dark? Perfect for fans of CJ
Archer, Deanna Raybourn,
the-blood-thief-the-fitheach-trilogy-2

Lynn Messina and Pearl
Goodfellow. Keywords:
historical fantasy, gaslamp,
Regency mystery, historical
mystery, paranormal cozy,
ghosts, witches, zombies.
Conjure Queen - Luanne
Bennett 2021-06-28
Sugar is in HOT water, and it's
gonna take a village to save
her! Nothing's more dangerous
than a lover scorned, especially
one with fangs. Gabriel is
about to find that out, but he's
only the consolation prize. The
real goal is Pearl May Mobley,
and Sugar will be the ultimate
weapon if she doesn't end up in
jail-or at the bottom of the
river-first. Meanwhile, the
howlers are coming out in full
force, and Sea Bass has his
own ghosts from the past to
deal with. Katie is stuck
somewhere in the middle,
trying to juggle all the chaos,
including her own wedding
plans. But the dominos are
falling fast, and people she
loves will die if she doesn't
cave to blackmail. And then
there are the bodies popping
up on a regular basis.
Coincidence? Or is there
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another threat in town?
Gossip and Gorgons - Tilly
Wallace 2020-02-03
One look could turn you to
stone... The newly married
Lord and Lady Wycliff are
cordially invited to a house
party--to be mocked and
ridiculed as entertainment.
Wycliff insists on attending to
discuss business with the host,
while Hannah longs to hide in
the library with its rare
volumes on the Fae. Bound to
Wycliff even beyond death,
Hannah wonders how she will
survive the week--when a guest
unexpectedly expires. A
notorious cad is discovered
turned into a statue in the
garden. The dead lord had
many enemies, including Lord
Wycliff. Hannah's accord with
her husband is tested when a
trail of footprints leads to their
window. What secret is Wycliff
hiding and does he know more
about the magical death than
he admits? Someone among
the house guests has murder
on their mind and the
newlyweds need to determine
who, before anyone else is
immortalised as stone...
the-blood-thief-the-fitheach-trilogy-2

Dirt Witch - Luanne Bennett
2021-10-25
Loyalty can hold us together...
or it can blind us completely.
Decades after her "departure"
from this world, Althea Noble
Bouleau has returned to
reclaim the throne of
Blackthorn Grove. But she's not
the same witch who left years
ago, and her obsession with
Emmaline could mean the end
of Savannah's most powerful
coven. As Althea's motives start
to unfold, she vanishes with
Emmaline, leaving Katie and
Gabriel with a cold trail to find
them. But Katie also has
problems closer to home to
deal with, like the expansion of
MagicInk and an employee
suddenly showing signs that
his recent bout with a vampire
was more than just a bad
memory. And then there's the
warlock who just arrived in
town. The clock is ticking, and
Katie is running out of time as
a blanket of darkness begins to
fall over the city.
Never (Prequel to The Amber
Isle) - Ashley Capes 2018-02-21
Adventure? Check. Magic?
Check. Sarcasm? You bet.
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Roguish Never is sure he has
hunted down every relic and
every clue possible on his quest
to finally lift the curse on his
blood and hopefully learn his
true name. However,
convincing the wealthy Lord
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Firmita to part with a map to
the sunken city proves to be far
more dangerous than he first
imagined. An epic fantasy
prequel story to The Amber Isle
- see how Never meets his
enemy Harstas!
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